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Chapterr  7 

Sequencess as Features 

7.11 Introductio n 

Inn the parsing activities and methods discussed so far in this thesis, we set out to dis-
coverr syntactic structure, and in particular word dependents, using only sequences of 
POSS tags. In contrast, nearly all other parsing approaches discussed in the literature use 
bothh sequences of POS tags and sequences of grammatical relations (GRs). Grammati-
call  relations are labels describing the relation between the main verb and its dependents 
andd they can be viewed as a kind of non-terminal labels. This observation suggests an 
obviouss research question: which of the two types of information helps more for the 
discoveryy of word dependents, sequences of POS tags or sequences of GRs? This is 
ourr main research question in this chapter. Let us make more precise what it means. 

Inn order to obtain phrase structures like the ones retrieved in (Collins, 1999), the 
dependentss of a POS tag should consist of pairs of POS tags and non-terminal labels 
insteadd of sequences of POS tags alone (Markovian rules capture such pairs; see Chap-
terr 4 for details on how PCW-grammars capture them). Like sequences of POS tags, 
sequencess of pairs of POS tags and non-terminal labels can be viewed as instances 
off  a regular language: a regular language whose alphabet is the product of the set of 
possiblee POS tags and the set of possible non-terminal labels. Moreover, they can be 
viewedd as instances of the combination of two different regular languages: one regular 
languagee modeling sequences of POS tags, and another regular language modeling se-
quencess of non-terminal labels. Under this perspective, it is clear that Chapters 5 and 6 
onlyy use the first regular language, while non-lexicalized approaches use the second 
regularr language, and Markovian rules use a combination of the two. 

Fromm the literature, it is clear that combining the regular language of POS tags and 
thee regular language of non-terminal labels boosts parsing performance, but it is not 
clearr why this is the case. Chapter 5 suggests that lexicalization improves the quality 
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off  the automata modeling sequences of POS tags, but it does not provide any insight 
aboutt the differences or the interplay between these two regular languages. 

Inn this chapter we design and implement experiments for exploring the differences 
betweenn the regular language of POS tags and the regular language of non-terminal 
labelss in a parsing setup. Our research aims at quantifying the difference between the 
twoo and at understanding their contribution to parsing performance. In order to clearly 
assesss the contribution of these two features, we need to carry out an evaluation in terms 
off  a task that clearly isolates the two regular languages. We decided to use the task of 
detectingg and labeling dependents of the main verb of a sentence. Labels describing 
thee relation between the main verb and its dependents are what we call grammatical 
relationsrelations (GRs), and they can be viewed as a kind of non-terminal labels. 

Wee present two different approaches for dealing with the task of finding grammat-
icall  relations. In the first approach, we develop two grammars: one for detecting de-
pendentss and another for labeling them. The first grammar uses sequences of POS tags 
ass the main feature for detecting dependents, and the second grammar uses sequences 
off  GRs as the main feature for labeling the dependents found by the first grammar. The 
taskk of detecting and labeling dependents as a whole is done by cascading these two 
grammars.. In the second approach, we build a single grammar that uses sequences of 
GRss as the main feature for detecting dependents and for labeling them. The task of 
detectingg and labeling dependents as a whole is done in one go by this grammar. The 
twoo approaches differ in that the first one uses sequences of GRs and sequences of POS 
tags,, while the second only uses sequences of GRs. 

Wee show that English GRs follow a very strict sequential order, but not as strict as 
POSS tags of verbal dependents. We show that the latter is more effective for detecting 
andd labeling dependents, and, hence, it provides a more reliable instrument for detect-
ingg them. We argue that this feature is responsible for boosting parsing performance. 

Thee rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 details the task we use 
forr testing the two features. Section 7.3 explains how to encode this task as parsing. 
Sectionn 7.4 discusses how the training material used in our experiments is obtained. 
Sectionn 7.5 explains how the grammars we use are built. Section 7.6 discusses the 
optimizationn phase for those grammars. Section 7.7 shows the experimental results; 
Sectionn 7.8 discusses related work and, Section 7.9 concludes the chapter. 

7.22 Detecting and Labeling Main Verb Dependents 

Thee task we use for our experiments is to find main verbs dependents and to determine 
theirr GR. In this section we describe the selected task as a black-box procedure. We 
specifyy its input and its output. The input of the task consists of the following items: 
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1.. the main verb of the sentence, 

2.. the head word for each of the chunks into which the sentence has been split, and 

3.. the POS tags for the heads of the chunks. 

Thee definition of chunks becomes clearer in the next section. For now it is enough 

too know that the sentences is chunked and that not all the words are used. Figure 7.1 

showss an example of the input data. 

[Pierree Vinken], [61 years] [old], [joined] [the board] [as] [a nonexecutive director] [Nov. 29]. 
NNPP NNS JJ VBD* NN PP NN CD~ 

Figuree 7.1: Example of the information to be parsed by the grammars we build. 

Thee output consists of a y e s / no tag for each element in the input string. A POS tag 

markedd y es implies that the tag depends on the main verb. If a POS tag is marked 

y e s,, the outputs has to specify the GR between the POS tags and the main verb. 

Thee desired output for the input in Figure 7.1 is shown in Figure 7.2. Tags labeled 

y ess have been replaced by links between the POS tags and the main verb. 

[[  Pierre Vinken ], [ 61 years ] [ old ] , [joined ][ the board ][ as ] [ a nonexecutive director ][ Nov. 29 ] . 
NNPP NNS JJ VBD NN PP NN CD 

Figuree 7.2: Information we use from each tree in the PTB. 

Notee that not all POS tags in our example sentence bare a relation to the main verb. 

Moree generally, there might be POS tags that depend on the main verb but whose 

relationn cannot be labeled by any of the labels we define later in this chapter. These 

linkss receive the NO- FUNC label. It is important to distinguish between the POS tags 

thatt do not have a relation to the main verb and those that depend syntactically on 

thee main verb but whose relation cannot be labeled. The former are marked with the 

noo tag, while the latter are marked with the y es tag and the GR is NO-FUNC. See 

Figuree 7.2 for an example. 

7.33 PCW-Grammars for  Detecting and Labeling Argu-
ments s 

Inn order to determine the contribution of the two kinds of information (sequences of 

POSS tags and sequences of GRs), we set up the task of detecting and labeling as a 
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combinationn of two independent tasks. The first one is to find the dependents of the 
mainn verb, and the second to label them. 

Inn order to try to use sequences of POS tags and sequences of GRs as features, we 
codifyy GRs in pre-terminal symbols. Figure 7.3 shows an example. It shows the verb 
dependentss from Figure 7.1: nnp nn pp, and cd, with labels as pictured, while nns 
jj  j , and nn do not hold any relation to the main verb and, consequently, they are not 
linkedd or labeled and not shown in Figure 7.3. 

nnss j j 

Figuree 7.3: The tree we want to retrieve. 

Inn Figure 7.3, we can clearly distinguish the two regular languages that can be used 
forr detecting dependents of verbs: the sequences NP-SBJ and NP-OBJ PP-CLR 
NP-TMPP are instances of the regular languages whose alphabet is the set of possible 
GRs,, while the sequences nnp and nn pp cd are instances of the regular language 
whosee alphabet is the set of possible POS tags. 

Wee build 3 different grammars: 

1.. A grammar Go that aims at detecting main verb dependents. This grammar uses 
automataa that model sequences of POS tags. The parser that uses this grammar 
iss fed as with all the POS tags. 

2.. A grammar Gi that aims at labeling dependents. This grammar uses automata 
thatt model sequences of GRs. The parser that uses this grammar is fed with the 
POSS tags that are believed to depend on the main verb. The result is a GR name 
forr each POS tag in the input sentence. 

3.. A grammar G that aims at detecting and labeling main dependents. This gram-
marr uses automata that model sequences of GRs together with automata that 
modelss sequences of POS tags. The input and output of parsing with this gram-
marr is as described in Section 7.2. 
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Withh these three grammars we can achieve the task described in Section 7.2 in two 
differentt ways: 

1.. We use GD for detecting dependents, and GL for labeling the dependents that 
Gr>Gr>  outputs. 

2.. We use G for detecting and labeling the main dependents. 

Eachh of these three grammars are PCW-grammars (see Section 6.3), and they all are 
builtt using automata, just like the grammars we built in Chapters 5 and 6. In order to 
buildd them we have to carry out the following three steps: 

1.. generate the training material for training the automata, 

2.. optimize the automata, and 

3.. build the grammar. 

Sectionss 7.5.1, 7.5.3 and 7.5.2 describe steps 1 and 3 for grammars for detecting de-
pendents,, labeling dependents and detecting and labeling dependents respectively. Sec-
tionn 7.6 explains which automata are optimized, and in which way. 

Forr all grammars, Step I uses training material extracted from a labeled depen-
dencyy grammar version of the PTB. The following section gives an overview of how 
wee transform the PTB into labeled dependency trees. 

7.44 Transforming the Penn Treebank to Labeled De-
pendencyy Structures 

Thee set of GRs we aim to capture is a fixed set that is defined by the annotation schema 
followedd in the Penn Tree-bank (PTB). We transformed the PTB into labeled depen-
dencyy structures from which we induced our grammars. 

Alll  the training material we used comes from the PTB, hence the grammatical 
relationss we are able to retrieve are those that are marked in the training material. We 
usedd chunkl i nk. pi for transforming the PTB to labeled dependency structures and 
forr marking all the information we need in the PTB (Buchholz, 2002). For detailed 
informationn on c h u n k l i n k . p l, the reader is referred to the latter publication. In 
orderr to better understand the nature of the GRs to be found, we briefly describe how 
GRss are marked by chunkl i n k . pi in the PTB. 

Thee procedure for identifying links, chunks, and labels consists of four steps: 

1.. detecting words that may be heads of chunks, 

http://chunklink.pl
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2.2. drawing dependency relations (links) between these words, 

3.. assigning labels to these relations and 

4.. detecting chunks. 

Ass to step (1) c h u n k l i n k . pi detects heads using a head table, pretty much as ex-
plainedd in Section 2.1.1. Still, the application of tables described in Section 2.1.1 is 
differentt from the strategy used by c h u n k l i n k . p l. In the latter, the head is either 
thee right-most pre-terminal child that matches the (regular expression) POS tags list in 
thee table, or all non-terminal children that match the (regular expression) constituent 
fist.. Consequently, there is a preference for lexical over non-lexical head children, but 
noo preference within these groups. In the approach presented in Section 2.1.1, the list 
iss ordered by preference and it also has an associated direction (starting left or right 
dependingg on the index of the table). The head detection algorithm first tries to find 
aa child of the kind indicated by the first element of the list in the indicated direction, 
andd stops as soon as it finds one. If no child of this kind can be found, the algorithm 
nextt looks for a child of the kind of the second element of the list, and so on, down 
too the last. If even the last kind of child cannot be found, the algorithm takes the 
left/rightmostt child (of any kind) to be the head. The two different approaches, accord-
ingg to (Buchholz, 2002), differ mainly with respect to coordinated structures. For us, 
thiss difference is irrelevant, because we compare our approaches in each of the cases 
usingg the corresponding training material. Buchholz (2002) has an extensive descrip-
tionn of the strategy followed by chunk l ink . pi for handling special cases that can 
nott be described in the table. Clearly, the result of both heuristics may be "unknown." 
Forr these cases c h u n k l i n k . pl returns an unknown head. In our experiments we 
discardedd all sentences that contain at least one "unknown" head. 

Oncee heads have been marked, the algorithm proceeds with step (2). Links (de-
pendencyy relations) are drawn in a bottom-up fashion. In the process of drawing links, 
thee tree ends up in an intermediate structure, which is then used in the third step. We 
describee here how the tree is transformed into a directed graph; the resulting graphs 
containn a partial dependency structure like the one used in previous chapters, plus links 
betweenn non-terminals in the original tree and words in their yield. Step (3) uses the 
latterr links for labeling relations in the dependency tree and completing the dependency 
tree;; it finally eliminates them from the the graph producing a labeled dependency tree. 

Stepp (2) starts by adding a link for each word in the yield of the tree that links 
thee word to itself. Recall that, for each non-terminal, the algorithm knows which of 
itss child nodes contains the head word. Step (2) traverses the tree in a bottom-up 
fashion:: it adds a link between the current non-terminal and whatever the head child is 
pointingg at. The result is a link between the non-terminal and a word in the yield. Step 

http://chunklink.pl
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(2)) also redirects all links outgoing from the current non-terminal child to the same 

wordd the current non-terminal is pointing to. Note that step (2) outputs an incomplete 

dependencyy structure at word level, together with a graph where all non-terminals point 

too a word in the yield. 

Stepp (3) uses the structure that step (2) outputs to add labeled links to words that 

remainn to be linked in the dependency structure output by (3). A link between a non-

terminall  T and a word w in the yield encodes a dependency between w and the word 

thatt is found by descending in the tree from T to the yield, always following head 

children.. These dependencies are the ones that step (3) draws. Recall that each non-

terminall  points to a word w in the yield. Step (3) adds a link for each non-terminal 

NTNT in the tree. The link goes from the word in the yield resulting from going down 

thee non-terminal, always following the head children and the word w in the yield. 

Thee pointer introduced by step (3) indicates dependency relations between syntac-

ticc constituents and head words. We are interested in relations between constituents 

andd words, but to establish relations between pairs of words, step (3) traverses again 

thee tree in a top-down fashion, and pushes the labeled pointer of the parent to the head 

child.. If the syntactical part of the pointer label and of the non-terminal head children 

aree identical, the pointer label stays the same. However, if the syntactic part is differ-

ent,, the head child label is prefixed to the pointer label, separated by the "/" symbol. 

Whenn "pushing down" the function pointers, we lose the information about the level 

att which they were originally attached. In most cases this information is not relevant, 

ass the function is defined by the combination of syntactic category and function tag. 

However,, in the case of NPs without function tag, the level of attachment makes the 

differencee between a complement (object) and an adjunct. In order to preserve this 

distinction,, Buchholz (2002) adds the new function tag -OBJ to the following con-

stituentss if they occur without function tags and as siblings of lexical heads: NP, VP, 

ADJP,, S, SBAR, SINV, SQ, SBARQ. These is done during phase (2). 

Stepp (4) uses the links between words that were already present at step (2) for 

findingg chunks. Buchholz (2002) defines a chunk to consist of a head, i.e., any word 

thatt has a labeled pointer, plus the continuous sequence of all words around it that have 

ann unlabeled pointer to this head. Since labeled links between words were introduced 

byy step (3), chunkss are defined by all links between words that appear up to step (2) in 

thee algorithm. This chunk correspond to the projection of the pre-terminal level in the 

originall  tree. 

Sincee our experiments use the transformed version of the PTB and try to com-

paree two different aspects of syntax, there are two issues we should discuss. The first 

iss related to the nature of the transformation defined by c h u n k l i n k . p l. Clearly, 

c h u n k l i n k . pll  takes a phrase structure as input and returns a dependency tree: it 

mightt be that this transformation discards some information from the PTB and that this 

http://chunklink.pl
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losss of information produces misleading results in our experiments. It seems to us that 
c h u n k l i n k . pll  does not define an invertibie procedure, i.e.. the dependency trees 
returnedd by it can ,10/ be transformed back to the original phase structure tree, because 
labelss of some of the intermediate constituents are deleted during pruning (Buchholz, 
2002,, page 60). Buchholz (2002, page 59) also mentions loss of information regarding 
thee original attachment position of grammatical functions. Despite all this, we think 
thatt chunkl i n k. pi does not discard too much information and that the structures it 
producess are still meaningful. 

Thee second issue to discuss is that, in theory, the transformation might be more 
beneficiall  for one of our experiments than for the other. It is not clear to us that this is 
indeedd the case. All of ourr experiments are close to each other in that they use the same 
typee of information and that the transformation does not favor a particular experiment. 

7.55 Buildin g the Grammars 

Forr each of the tree grammars we build, we have to follow the same 3 steps: 

1.. extract the training material, 

2.. find the best automata, and 

3.. use the automata to build the grammar. 

Thee optimization procedure we use for selecting the best automata, step (2), is the same 
forr all grammars, while steps (1) and (3) are different for each particular grammar. 
Sectionss 7.5.1, 7.5.2, and 7.5.3 describe steps (1) and (3) for each of the grammars, 
whilee Section 7.6 describes step (2). 

7.5.11 Grammars for  Detecting Main Dependents 

Thee grammar for detecting dependents is very similar to the grammars we built in 
Chapterss 5 and 6. For each sentence parsed with this grammar, the parser outputs a de-
pendencyy structure; the main verb dependents are found in this dependency structure. 

Extractin gg Trainin g Material 

Inn order to obtain training material we transformed the PTB, sections 11-19, as ex-
plainedd in Section 7.4. For each dependency tree in the transformed TB, we extracted 
aa sample set of right and left sequences of dependents. Figure 7.4 shows an example 
off  a dependency tree, and Table 7.1 shows the sample sets of right and left dependents 
wee extracted from it. We built two different sample bags per POS tag, one containing 

http://chunklink.pl
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[[  Pierre Vinken ]. [ 61 years] [ old ] . [joined ][ the board ][ as ] [ a nonexecutive director ][ Nov. 29 ] . 
NNPP NNS JJ VBD NN PP NN CD 

Figuree 7.4: A dependency tree from which we extracted training material. 

alll  instances of left dependents and one containing all instances of right dependents. 
Forr each of the bags we built an automaton. The description of how to build an au-
tomatonn from a bag of samples and the steps we follow for optimizing all automata are 
discussedd in Section 7.6. 

POS S 
NNP P 

COMMA A 
NNS S 

JJ J 
COMMA A 

VBD D 
NN N 
PP P 
NN N 
CD D 

DOT T 

Left t 
NNPP COMMA COMMA 

NNP P 
NNS S 

JJNNS S 
COMMA A 
VBDD NNP 

NN N 
PP P 
NN N 
CD D 

DOT T 

Right t 
NNP P 
NNP P 
NNS S 

JJ J 
COMMA A 

VBDD NN PP CD DOT 
NN N 

PPNN N 
NN N 
CD D 

DOT T 

Tablee 7.1: Instances of left and right dependents extracted from the tree in Figure 7.4. 

Buildin gg the Grammar 

Oncee the training material has been extracted, we build two different automata per POS 
tag,, one modeling left dependents and one modeling right dependents. Let POS be the 
sett of possible POS tags, and let w be an element in POS; let Af and A% be the two au-
tomataa associated to it. Let G\ and G\ be the PCFGs equivalent to A\ and A%, respec-
tively,, following (Abney et al., 1999), and let Sf and S% be the start symbols of G£ and 
G%,G%, respectively. We build a grammar Go with start symbol S, by defining its meta-
ruless as the disjoint union of all rules in G^ and G^ (for all POS w), its set of pseudo-
ruless as the union of the sets {S - ^ , Sv

Lv*Sv
R : v e {VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ}} . 

Thee grammar is designed in such a way that the grammar's start symbol S only yields 
thee head words of the sentences which are marked with the * symbol. The main dif-
ferencee between the grammar we built in this section and the grammars we built in 
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Chapterss 5 and 6 is that the sentences that are parsed with this grammar have the main 
headd verb marked. We design the grammar to take advantage of this information. 

Too understand our experiments, we need to take a closer at the probabilities, and 
speciallyy assigned by the grammars to the tree languages involved. Here is an exam-
ple.. Figure 7.5 shows a tree generated by G'j, together with its probability. Here, 
p(whW\U.'2)p{whU-'-AWi)p(whW\U.'2)p{whU-'-AWi) is the probability assigned by the automata to WhWiic2 and 
WhU'311'4.WhU'311'4. In fact, this is a simplification of the probability; it does not affect the analysis 
wee carry out later but it makes the analysis clearer. 

S S 

Po(t)Po(t) = piWhWiW^piWhW-sWi) x 

P(U).-.P(U) P(U).-.P(U) 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 7.5: (a) An example of a structure retrieved by the grammar GD, and (b) the 
probabilityy value GD assigns to it. 

7.5.22 Grammars for  Labeling Main Dependents 

Thee second grammar we build is for labeling dependents. The sentences this grammar 
processs are supposed to be only the dependents of a verb. In other words, the gram-
marr assumes that somehow the right dependents have been identified, the task of this 
grammarr is to assign the correct label to the dependents. It assigns a label to all ele-
mentss in the the input string. The grammar built in the previous sections selects a set 
off  candidate dependents, and the selected dependents are fed to grammars described in 
thee present section. 

Sequencess of GRs are modeled as instances of regular languages. Every verb tag 
hass two automata associated to it: one modeling the sequence of left GRs and one 
modelingg sequences of right GRs. A sequence of left (right) GRs is then an instance 
off  the left (right) automata. 

Thee grammar we build in this chapter is similar to the grammars built in Chap-
terss 5 and 6 in that automata are used for building meta-rules. In contrast, automata 
aree used to model sequences of GRs instead of sequences of POS tags. Figure 7.6 
showss an example of a possible tree. From the figure, it is clear that GRs are encoded 
inn preterminal symbols. All trees in the tree language defined by this grammar are flat 
treess of depth two. GRs are at depth one and they are modeled with automata and meta-
rules.. The yield of the tree is at depth two and it is modeled using pseudo-rules. These 

Wjj  W2 Wfr  W3 W4 

tll  t2 ti ti 
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pseudo-ruless rewrite GR names into a POS tag and they are read from the tree-bank; 
theirr probabilities are computed using the maximum likelihood estimator (Manning 
andSchiitze,, 1999). 

Observee that these are w-trees, and not CFG trees; all meta-derivations that took 
placee to produce nodes at depth I remain hidden. Hence, the sequence of GRs to the 
rightt and to the left of the main verb are instances of the regular languages modeling 
rightt or left GRs, respectively. 

Summingg up, we build a grammar for labeling GRs by combining two techniques 
forr estimating probabilities for rules: the techniques presented in Chapters 5 and 6 
forr estimating probabilities for meta-rules, and maximum likelihood estimators for 
estimatingg probabilities for pseudo-rules. 

Extractingg Training Material 

Forr this grammar we build two automata per verb POS tag, one modeling left GRs 
andd one modeling right GRs. In order to extract the training material required for this 
grammar,, we discarded ail information not related to GRs from the transformed PTB. 
Figuree 7.6 shows an example of the information we kept from the tree in Figure 7.2. 

NP-SBJJ VBD NP-OBJ PP-CLR NP-TMP NO-FUNC 

NNPP NN PP CD 

Figuree 7.6: The tree representation we use, extracted from tree in Figure 7.2. 

Fromm the tree in Figure 7.6 we extract two kinds of information. The first kind is used 
too model meta-rules yielding GRs, i.e., the first level of the output trees, while the 
secondd kind of information is used to model pseudo-rules that rewrite names of GRs 
intoo POS tags, i.e., the third level of the output tree. 

Wee first discuss the extraction of the material to build the automata. For this pur-
posee we build two training bags, one containing right GRs and the other containing left 
GRs.. Table 7.2 shows all instances to be added to the training material extracted from 
thee tree in Figure 7.2. 

Wee build two sample bags per verb POS tag, one containing all instances of left 
sequencess of GRs and one containing all instances of right sequences of GRs. For 
eachh of the resulting bags we build one automaton. The description of how to build an 
automatonn from a bag of samples, and the steps we follow for optimizing all automata, 
aree discussed in Section 7.6. 
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VBD D 

Leftt I Right 
NP-SBJJ VBD VBD NP-OBJ PP-CLR NP-TMP NO-FUNC 

Tablee 7.2: Data extracted from the tree in Figure 7.2. Left dependents should be read 
fromm right to left. 

Inn contrast to Chapters 5 and 6, where probabilities for pseudo-rules were hand-
coded,, for this grammar probabilities for pseudo-rules have to be estimated from the 
trainingg material. This is the case because pseudo-rules in Chapters 5 and 6 could be 
rewrittenn in only one way. For the present grammar, this is no longer the case. Left 
handd symbols of pseudo-rules are GRs, and these names can yield different POS tags. 
Inn order to estimate probabilities, we extracted all pairs of (GR, POS) from the training 
materiall  and put them aside in only one bag. Table 7.3 shows the instances of pairs 
extractedd from the tree in Figure 7.2. 

GR R 
NP-SBJ J 
NPOBJ J 
PP-CLR R 
NP-TMP P 

NO-FUNC C 

POSS tag 
nnp p 
nn n 

PP P 
cd d 
dot t 

Tablee 7.3: Pairs of GRs and POS tags extracted from tree in Figure 7.2. 

Buildin gg a Grammar for  Labeling 

Forr building a grammar for labeling, we have to estimate two sets of probabilities and 
rules.. On the one hand, we have to estimate meta-rules and their probabilities, and on 
thee other hand we have to estimate the probabilities for pseudo-rules. The estimation 
off  meta-rules and their probabilities is done by inducing an automaton for each of the 
samplee sets of sequences of GRs. 

Oncee the training material for meta-rules has been extracted, we build two automata 
perr POS tag, one modeling left sequences of GRs and one modeling right sequences 
off  GRs. Let VS be the set of possible verb tags, let v an element in VS\ and A\ and 
A\A\ the two automata associated with it. Let G\ and G\ be the PCFGs equivalent 
too A\ and AV

R, respectively, and let SV
L and SV

R be the start symbols of G\ and GV
R, 

respectively.. We build a grammar GL with start symbol 5, by defining its meta-rules 
ass the disjoint union of all rules in G\ and G\ (for all verb POS tags v), and its set of 
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pseudo-ruless as the union of the two sets. One set, given by 

{S{S - ^ ! S°Lv*S% : v E VS}, 

iss in charge of connecting the automata modeling left sequences of GRs with the au-

tomataa modeling right sequences of GRs. The second set, given by 

{GR-^pW{GR-^pW :we POS}, 

wheree GR is the name of a GR, w is a POS tag, and p the probability associated to the 

rule,, is computed using the pairs of (GR, POS) extracted from the training material, 

usingg the maximum likelihood estimator. 

S S 

ppLL(t)(t) = piGRL.-GRjx. 

p{GRp{GRxx -̂ —  wi) x 

p(GR4p(GR4 —  Wi) 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 7.7: (a) An example of a structure retrieved by the grammar GL, and (b) its 

probabilityy value. 

Again,, the key to understanding our experiments lies in the way GL, assigns probability 

masss to its grammatical trees. Figure 7.7 shows a tree generated by GL together with 

thee probability assigned to it. In the figure, p(GRi ~ > Wi) refers to the probability 

assignedd to the rule GRt -?—> wr and p{GR\... Gi?4) is a simplification of the prob-

abilityy associated to the string GR\... GR4 by the automata modeling sequences of 

GRs. . 

Iff  the grammar for labeling dependents is fed with the dependents found by the 

grammarr for detecting dependents, the probability associated to a tree like the one 

picturedd in Figure 7.8 is 

Pcascadingit)Pcascadingit) = Po(t) X pL(t) (7.1) 

-- p(GRi... GR4) x 

p{GRip{GRi ^—* wi). .,p(GRA -i—> w4) x 

p(wp(whhwiwwiw22)p{w)p{whhww33W4)W4) x 

p{h)...p{U) p{h)...p{U) 

GR!!  GR2 Wh GR3 GR4 

I II  I I 
W jj  W2 W3 W4 
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Thatt is, pmisca,dmg is the product of the probability assigned by GL and GD, the main 

differencee between this probability and pot!e.g0 (the one assigned by the grammar G 

definedd in Section 7.5.3 below), is that pc a s c a d mg uses the probability of the sequences 

wwhhwwllW2W2 and tuhivtiW4 for detecting and labeling dependents. 

Summingg up, we have two probability distributions for the very same task, one 

off  the distributions uses one more feature. An empirical comparison of these two 

distributionss would provide us with information about the value of the extra feature; 

thiss is what we turn to in Section 7.7. 

S S 

GRii  GRj wk GR3 GRi 
II  I  I  I 

W ii  W2 W3 W4 

t ll  t 2 ti ti 

Figuree 7.8: The result of cascading the grammars for detecting and labeling depen-
dents. . 

7.5.33 Grammars for  Detecting and Labeling Main Dependents 

Thiss grammar to be defined in this section does in one go what the two grammars in 
Sectionn 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 do in two steps. 

Extractin gg Trainin g Materia l 

Thee training material we used for building this grammar is the union of the training 

materialss we used for building the two previous grammars. 

Buildin gg the Grammar 

Thee automata we used for building this grammar are the same as the automata used 

inn the previous two grammars, but the set of rules is different. Let POS be the set of 

possiblee POS tags, let w be a an element in POS; let A\ and .4^ be the two automata 

builtt for each POS tag in Section 7.5.1. Let VS be the set of possible verb tags, v an 

elementt in VS; let A\ and AV
R the two automata built for verb tags in Section 7.5.2. Let 

GGhh GV
R, GW

L, and GW
R be the PCFGs equivalent to AV

L, AR, Af and A% respectively, 

andd let SV
L, S

V
R, S% and S% be the start symbols of G\ and G% respectively. We build 

aa grammar G with start symbol S, by defining its meta-rules as the disjoint union of 
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alll  rules in Gl
L, G% GV

L and GV
R, for all POS tags and all verbs tags, while its set of 

pseudo-ruless is the union of the following sets: 

{S{S - ? -! Sl
Lv*Sv

R : v e VS}, {W -^i S^wS ̂ : w e POS}, and 

{GR{GR - ^ p S%wS% : w € POS}, 

wheree p is the probability assigned to the rule {GR —> v w : w € POS} in Sec-
tionn 7.5.2. 

Thee difference between this grammar and the grammar for detecting dependents is 
thatt this grammar uses sequences of GRs for detecting the main dependents, while the 
grammarr for detecting dependents uses sequences of POS tags. 

Figuree 7.9 shows an example of a tree accepted by G together with the probability 
GG assigns to it. 

Pone.Pone.ggo{t)o{t) = p{GR,...GR2) X 

p{GRip{GRi —> wi) x 

p(GRp(GR44 —» wi) x 

p(ti)...p(tp(ti)...p(t44) ) 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 7.9: (a) An example of a structure retrieved by the grammar G, and (b) its 
probabilityy value. 

Noww that we have the tree probability distributions we can establish the relation be-
tweenn the two. Let pcasCadmg be the probability distribution generated over trees by 
cascadingg the two first grammars, and let ponego be exactly the probability distribution 
generatedd by G. The probability distributions pone,go and pcascading assign probabilities 
too the same set of trees, and the two are related as follows 

Pcascading(t)Pcascading(t) = Pone-go(t) X p{whWiW2)p{whW3,WA) (7.2) 

Ass is clear from Equation 7.2, the difference between the two distributions is the prob-
abilityy of the sequence of POS tags wi... tt>4. 

7.66 Optimizing Automata 

Lett T be a bag of training material extracted from the transformed tree-bank. The 
naturee of T depends on the grammar we are trying to induce. But since we use the 
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samee technique for optimizing all automata, we describe the procedure for a general 
bag. . 

Recalll  from Section 2.2.2 that we use two different measures for evaluating the 
qualityy of automata. Let Q be a test bag extracted as T. As before, we use perplexity 
(PP)) and missed samples (MS) to evaluate the quality of a probabilistic automaton. A 
PPP value close to 1 indicates that the automaton is almost certain about the next step 
whilee reading the string. MS counts the number of strings in the test sample Q that the 
automatonn failed to accept. 

Wee search for the value of a lpha that minimizes q — \JPP2 f MS2 (see Chap-
terr 6.4.2, page 103, for the motivation of this function). In Figures 7.10 and 7.11 we 
havee plotted a lpha vs. PP, MS and q for all verb POS tags used in the grammar for 
detectingg the main dependents of verbs. Table 7.4 shows the values of a l pha that 
producee the minimum value of q. 

POSS tag 
VB B 

VBD D 
VBG G 
VBN N 
VBP P 
VBZ Z 

Alpha a 
Left t 

0.0004 4 
0.0004 4 
0.0002 2 
0.0005 5 
0.0004 4 
0.0004 4 

Right t 
0.0004 4 
0.0002 2 
0.0004 4 
0.0004 4 
0.0004 4 
0.0004 4 

Tablee 7.4: Optimal values of PP and MS for automata used for labeling dependents. 

Inn Figures 7.12 and 7.13 we have plotted a l p ha vs. PP, MS and q for all verb POS tags 
usedd in the grammar for labeling dependents, an instance of the regular languages these 
automataa model are GRs sequences. Table 7.5 shows the values of a l pha that produce 
thee minimum value of q. Recall from Section 7.5.2 that we build one automaton per 
verbb POS tag. 

Notee that, even though the PP values for automata modeling sequences of GRs and 
thee PP values for automata modeling POS tags are close to each other, the difference 
betweenn their MSs is remarkable. We think that data sparseness affects the modeling 
off  GRs much more than the modeling of POS tags. This sparseness prevents the MDI 
algorithmm from inducing a proper language for GRs. 

7.77 Experiments 

Forr our experiments we shuffle the PTB sections 10 to 19 into 10 different sets. We run 
thee experiments using set 1 as the test set and sets 2 to 10 as training sets. The tuning 
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Figuree 7.10: Values of PP and MS for  automata used for  labeling. 
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Figuree 7.11: Values of PP and MS for automata used for labeling. 
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Figuree 7.12: Values of PP and MS for automata used for detecting dependents. 
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Figuree 7.13: Values of PP and MS for automata used for detecting dependents. 
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POSS tag 

VB B 

VBD D 

VBG G 

VBN N 

VBP P 

VBZ Z 

A l p h a a 

Left Left 

0.00015 5 

0.00020 0 

0.00030 0 

0.00020 0 

0.00050 0 

0.00030 0 

Right t 

0.00015 5 

0.00010 0 

0.00020 0 

0.00020 0 

0.00050 0 

0.00015 5 

Tablee 7.5: Optimal values of a l ph a for automata used for detecting dependents. 

sampless were extracted from Section 00. All the sentences we fed to the parser have 
thee main head marked; all sentences whose main head was not tagged as a verb were 
filteredd out. 

Wee start by performing the whole task (detecting dependents and labeling their 
relationn with the main verb) by the two different approaches; results are shown in 
Tablee 7.7. These results, together with Equation 7.2, answer one of our main research 
questions,, namely what is the importance of the sequences of POS tags for parsing. 

Recalll from Equation 7.2 that the only difference between the two probability dis
tributionss pone-go and Pcascadmg is the probability that pcascading associates to sequences 
off POS tags. Note also that the grammar that does not take it into account, namely 
G,G, performs significantly worse than the one that does take this sequence into account. 
Fromm this we can conclude that the 10% jump in performance is due to the use of this 
specificc information. The grammar G  ̂ for labeling dependents allows us to quantify 

Approach h 
Cascading g 
Onee Go 

Precision n 
0.73 3 
0.65 5 

Recall l 
0.73 3 
0.67 7 

h=i h=i 
0.73 3 
0.66 6 

Tablee 7.6: The results on detecting and labeling dependents of main verbs. 

howw effective are the sequences of GRs together with pseudo-rules GR —• w for la
belingg GRs. To isolate these features, we used grammar G  ̂ for labeling dependents 
thatt are known to be the right dependents. We extracted the correct sequences of de
pendentss from the gold standard and used grammar GL for labeling them. Table 7.7 
showss the results of this experiment. 

Precision n 
Ö76 6 

Recall l 
0.76 6 

f0=1 f0=1 
0.76 6 

Tablee 7.7: Results of the experiment on labeling gold standard dependents. 
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Thee experimental results show that labeling is not a trivial task. The score obtained 
iss low. even more so if we take into account that the sentences we fed to the parser con
sistedd only of correct dependents. We think that the poor performance of this grammar 
iss due to the data sparseness problem mentioned above, because there is a high amount 
off MS in the automata that model GRs. 

Thee two grammars in the first approach allow us to quantify how the errors per
colatedd from detecting dependents to labeling them. Now, the only aspect of the task 
thatt is left is to study is the detection of dependents. Table 7.8 shows the results of the 
experimentt to assess the goodness of GD for detecting dependents. 

Precision n 
0.85 5 

Recall l 
0.88 8 

f0=1 f0=1 

0.86 6 

Tablee 7.8: Results of the experiment on detecting dependents. 

Wee can see how sensitive the task of labeling dependents is to errors in its input. Ta
blee 7.7 states that the labeling precision drops from 0.76 to 0.73 when only the 85% of 
thee arguments fed to the labeling grammar are correct. 

7.88 Related Work 

Thee task of finding GRs has usually been considered as a classification task (Buchholz, 
2002).. A classifier is trained to find relations and to decide the label of the relations that 
aree found. The training material consists of sequences of 3-tuples (main verb, label, 
andd context). In order to have a better impression of the difficulty of the task, Table 7.9 
showss some baselines extracted from (Buchholz, 2002). To understand the table, it is 
importantt to note that "no relations" refers to the absence of the predicted relation and 
thatt 0 dividedd by 0 is defined as 1. In contrast to approaches based on classifiers, we 

Description n 
alwayss predict "no relation" 
alwayss predict NP-SBJ 
mostt probable class for focus chunk type/POS 
mostt probable class for focus word 
mostt probable class for distance 

Precision n 
100 0 

6.85 5 
100 0 
31.21 1 
49.43 3 

Recall l 
0 0 

30.73 3 
0 0 
1.07 7 

37.30 0 

FFa a 

0 0 
11.20 0 
0 0 
2.07 7 

42.51 1 

Tablee 7.9: Some possible baselines. Results extracted from Table 3.2 in (Buchholz, 
2002). . 

considerr the task of finding GRs as a parsing task. We build grammars that specifically 
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tryy to find GRs. It is possible to find GRs as a side product of full parsing because full 
treess output by a parser can be transformed as we transformed PTB. In order to give an 
impressionn of state-of-the-art methods for finding and labeling main dependents, we 
comparee experiments to the approach presented in (Buchholz, 2002). 

Approach h 

Cascading g 

One-go o 

Memoryy Based Approach 

Precision n 

0.73 3 

0.65 5 

0.86 6 

Recall l 

0.73 3 

0.67 7 

0.80 0 

Fa Fa 
0.73 3 

0.66 6 

0.83 3 

Tablee 7.10: Comparison to state-of-the-art techniques for detecting and labeling main 
verbb dependents. 

Thee main difference in the scores obtained by Buchholz (2002) and our own approach 
iss probably due to the little information we used for performing the task. In contrast 
too our approach, Buchholz (2002) uses all kinds of features for detecting and labeling 
dependents. . 

7.99 Conclusions and Future Work 

Inn this chapter we designed and implemented experiments for exploring the differences 
betweenn the regular language of POS tags and the regular language of non-terminal 
labelss in a parsing setup. Our research aimed at quantifying the difference between the 
twoo and at understanding their contribution to parsing performance. In order to clearly 
assesss the contribution of these two features, we needed to carry out an evaluation in 
termss of a task that clearly isolates the two regular languages. We used the task of 
detectingg and labeling dependents of the main verb of a sentence. 

Wee presented two different approaches for dealing with the task of finding gram
maticall relations. In the first approach, we developed two grammars: one for detecting 
dependentss and another for labeling them. The first grammar used sequences of POS 
tagss as the main feature for detecting dependents, and the second grammar used se
quencess of GRs as the main feature for labeling the dependents found by the first 
grammar.. The task of detecting and labeling dependents as a whole was done by cas
cadingg these two grammars. In the second approach, we built a single grammar that 
usess sequences of GRs as the main feature for detecting dependents and for labeling 
them.. The task of detecting and labeling dependents as a whole was done in one go by 
thiss grammar. The two approaches differ in that the first one used sequences of GRs 
andd sequences of POS tags, while the second only used sequences of GRs. 

Wee showed that English GRs follow a very strict sequential order, but not as strict 
ass POS tags of verbal dependents. We showed that the latter is more effective for de-
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tectingg and labeling dependents, and, hence, it provides a more reliable instrument for 
detectingg them. Moreover, we have shown that sequences of POS tags are fundamen
tall for parsing performance: they provide a reliable source for predicting and detecting 
dependents.. Our experiments also show that sequences of GRs are not as reliable as 
sequencess of POS tags. 

Thee usual perspective on parsing is that all features that improve parsing perfor
mancee are used without clearly stating why these features improve. Our approach aims 
att changing this perspective; we designed grammars and experiments for isolating, 
testingg and explaining two particular features: sequences of POS tags and sequences 
off GRs, both for detecting and labeling and labeling dependents. PCW-grammars al
loww us to doo these. Note that trees returned by our parser are flat trees and they can not 
bee modeled either by PCFGs nor by bilexical grammars. This is the case because some 
off the dependencies we model using automata in this chapter do not yield terminals but 
preterminall symbols. 


